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Handmade Jewelry, Handcrafted Jewelry, Unique Jewelry Displayed In New York
Wholesale Jewelry Show

Copper Reflections artisans will be showing the new lines of unique jewelry, wholesale jewelry,
handcrafted jewelry, handmade jewelry, hand crafted jewellery at the New York Gift Show in August.

July 23, 2009 - PRLog -- The artisans of Copper Reflections have been participating in wholesale gift
shows and trade shows in Canada and the United States for 25 years. They are happy to announce that they
will be exhibiting at the handmade sections of the New York International Gift Fair. 

The dates of the New York International Gift Fair is August 15 thru 19.
Copper Reflections Handmade Jewelry Booth number is:  5539

Please come and see their new lines of handcrafted jewelry, handmade artisan jewelry, unique jewelry,
wholesale jewelry by Copper Reflections artisans. These new addions of unique handmade jewelry are only
available from Copper Reflections. You will be impressed with their innovative new handmade earrings
designs and techniques. See all their new lines at the summer wholesale jewelry and gift shows or visit their
website to review all their unique handcrafted jewelry.

www.copperreflections.com/Handmade-Jewelry

They used to be at handmade USA section of the NYIGF in the early 1990's. They are happy to be back and
take this opportunity to invite all of our customers to come see all their handmade jewelry bracelets and
earrings. Since then they have been working very hard to expand our handcrafted artisan jewellery line and
they are hoping that you will be pleased to see their handmade jewelry at the New York Gift show again.

At Copper Reflections, with their jewelry designs and our artisans’ crafted jewelry, they have been aware of
the importance of high quality, reasonable wholesale jewelry prices and the most unique jewelry. Copper
Reflections artisans know that when all these conditions are realized in real life the business becomes
success. Developing new handmade jewelry, handmade bracelets, handmade earrings become the fun part
of making jewelry. Making new handmade jewelry designs and getting great reviews and complement from
their customers have always encouraged these talented artisan to come up with more unique handmade
jewelry ideas. 

http://www.copperreflections.com/

Copper Reflections has created the most unique handmade earrings. Inspired by the beauty of wildlife,
nature and Native Peoples of North America, each piece is carefully designed and handcrafted especially
for you. Their unique handmade jewelry is unusual as they are the only ones making this type of handmade
jewelry using techniques and designs that they have developed over the years. All of their wholesale
handcrafted jewelry and unique gift ideas are silver plated and individually diamond cut on copper jewelry
and copper gifts. This handcrafted artisan jewelry was originated from an exclusive ancient copper craft.
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Each piece of the handmade jewelry and unique gifts has an acrylic coating to prevent copper from
tarnishing, so no polishing or special care is required. Handmade bracelets, handmade earrings, handcrafted
necklaces, unique rings, chokers, pins, brooches, hair clips and lockets can all be made into matching sets.
Many new designs and styles of handmade jewelry are planned for the upcoming months.

# # #

Handmade jewelry by Copper Reflections offers unique handcrafted copper jewelry. Silver plated and
diamond cut with wildlife and Native American jewelry designs on handmade bracelets, earrings and
necklaces. Unique wholesale handmade jewelry since 1985.

--- End ---

Source Handcrafted Jewelry By Copper Reflections
Country Canada
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